MIKHAIL TANK
2015 GRATEFUL LETTER
Each year I write a Grateful Letter and 2015 is a year
of great gratitude, accomplishments, Soul and also
darkness.
Going to Turkey, to visit Hagia Sophia and spend time
at the Sultan Hammam was extraordinary. Presenting in
Italy about communication and divine energy as related
to Carl Jung’s Transcendent Function at the Art and
Psyche conference, where I met Jung’s dear grandson
(who attended my presentation) and interviewed the
incredible historian and writer, Mr. Shamdasani —major highlights in my current studies and culminating
career between psychology and Darksoul Theatre (r/tm).
For Darksoul Theatre, I presented a long desired
Halloween show, titled, “Archetypal Joker” about the
roots of this deity, released a sold-out 30 track
physical digipack, titled “Dionysus / My New Axis” and
for both of these tracks, collaborated with some truly
talented folks in creating music videos. “My New Axis”
was shot at my beloved Synagogue of Light in Studio
City, and “Dionysus” on Hollywood Blvd, with permit in
hand, co-directed by a long time friend. The video
featured a living Hollywood legend and two truly
special co-stars.
This year, I had the honor to interview Prince Romanov
of Russia (who resides in Denmark), Tatiana Faberge
(lead historian of the Faberge Family), Salem’s Laurie
Cabot, “Crush” singer Jennifer Paige (who sang “Happy
Birthday” in an upcoming show), some incredible art

therapists and Depth Psychologists, including the
Marion Woodman Foundation and began a solo radio show,
which I love.
My beloved social media app Twitter, verified my
account via invite, and two extensive interviews of my
work were published, one in a Stephen King director’s
tome and the other, about Darksoul Theatre ad Depth
Psychology on JungianOnline.
Had a great personal trainer, Ruben who worked with me
instead of over-pushing me (even if that is beneficial
for most haha), met my favorite Drink in the whole
world, recorded next year’s audio project at the
exquisite Fantasy Studious in Berkeley (home of iconic
rock and music artists), received an award in
Creativity in Business (as an Entrepreneur)from the Los
Angeles organization, SCORE (at a memorable and elegant
ceremony), collaborated with artist Paz on a unique
award titled, The Octopi/Octopus (more to come at a
later time), saw the unspeakably cool Grace Jones
perform at the Hollywood Bowl, received some delectable
signed books from some of my favorite and captivating
authors, enjoyed an array of rare stones and crystals,
communicated with my beloved artistic inspirations,
received a rare MP3 from another kind of legend, and a
small yet minimally royal Faberge gift. An Apple a year
keeps Mikhail in repair :) Also Eve and Soul Professor
were truly special events.
There were two months were I was down, literally out in
beyond-darkness and I send high Thanks to those near
me, who helped me and were there for me!

Perhaps the most
special moments
were at the
Malibu bookstore
(by the beach) on
June 13th, when I
read ‘Sofia, the
Great’ (my
recently
published
Children’s book,
with artist Seth
Ahonen) to
children and
Souls, and a
conference call
for the future
with dear ones
and a great
friend, Marilyn.
Welcome home, my
dear milk-brother!
With Great Thanks to the Creator, my Creators and those
dear in my heart!
Peace on Earth and Soul in Humanity, with
Love …
Mikhail Tank
December 25th, 2015

(photo: Santa Claus, Ded-Maroz from Disney)
The great thing I recall about Santa Claus and the
magic colorful tree from St. Petersburg, is that they
were for the upcoming New Year so that everyone could
enjoy their splendor equally. I love that!

